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FoI request - ATISN 10862 

Emails from Ceri Breeze to Huw Lewis (to him personally or to him 
as Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage) between 1 May 

2011 and 31 July 2011 and January 2012. 

 

 ======================= 

A2286582 

_____________________________________________ 

From: Breeze, Ceri (Housing)  

Sent: 06 January 2012 12:37 

To: PS Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage; Palmer, Kath (Housing) 

Cc:  

Subject: RE: Empty Properties initiative (Recyclable loans fund) 

Importance: High 

Tom 

Briefing as requested. Let us know if the Minister would like to discuss further the ins and outs of the 

programme being developed. 

Ceri  
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 ======================= 

A1492804 

From: Breeze, Ceri (Housing Directorate)  

Sent: 01 July 2011 16:32 

To: PS Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage 

Cc:  

Subject: FW: Letter from                     Council of Mortgage Lenders 

Importance: High 

 

Claire 

 This was sent to the Minister's AM email box but is clearly Ministerial correspondence. Not 

sure if the Minister's constituency office will have passed this on yet but forwarding copy to 

you to speed things up. Needs a correspondence ref number to be allocated. A number of 

teams will need to input to the reply. 

 Darshan - note the reference to publication of judgements, which is consistent with CML's 

previous comments. This will add to the discussion at next week's Regulatory Board 

 Ceri 
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======================= 

A1346379 

_____________________________________________ 

From: Breeze, Ceri (Housing Directorate)  

Sent: 20 May 2011 11:51 

To: Palmer, Kath (Housing Directorate); Richards, Tanya (Housing Directorate); DS Minister for 

Housing, Regeneration and Heritage 

Cc:  

Subject: RE: WHQS day 

It would be useful to pick this up in discussion on Monday. There are two elements - the most 

important is a thorough briefing for the Minister of WHQS and all matters relevant to the WAO study, 

and thoughts on handling, and any action that we might take in advance of publication of the WAO 

report to mitigate its negative points (there are bound to be some). Second element is the idea of the 

Minister meeting the WAO - might be useful to know of any Ministerial intervention/involvement in 

such WAO work in the past to guide our approach on this 

Ceri  
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======================= 

A1340445 

From: Breeze, Ceri (Housing Directorate)  

Sent: 19 May 2011 11:53 

To: DS Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage; PS Minister for Housing, Regeneration and 

Heritage 

Cc:  

Subject: RE: i2i Briefing 

Claire 

 Thanks for coming to me on this. One option would be for i2i to be included in the Minister's 

meeting with the Chartered Institute of Housing, which Kath and/or Richard meeting will attend.            

might want to be involved too. 

 Elin's briefing will no doubt be useful but before that, the Minister should have the benefit of a 

detailed briefing from us on i2i as he should be sighted on it's aim, purpose, programme, 

achievements (of which there have been many) and funding arrangements. This is important 

because Kath and Richard have discussed improvements to the way in which we manage our 

support/sponsorship of it. 

 Perhaps mention to Elin that you are in the process of arranging a series of meetings for the 

Minister and that you'll be in touch in the not too distant feature. A list of organisations for early 

meetings was included in the Headline Briefing (annex D I think) - perhaps we can touch on 

possible timings etc for such a programme when you're up here on Monday. John also wishes to get 

to know the key players in housing. CIH could be one of the first.  

 Ceri 
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 ======================= 

A1546325 

 

From:  Breeze, Ceri (Housing Directorate)   

Sent: 07 July 2011 18:07 

To: PS Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage; DS Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage 

Cc:  

Subject: HOUSING AND HEALTH EVENT 

Claire/Huw 

I'm looking for a date in October when the Minister will be able to speak at and event 

(housing and health) in Gwent. It relates to not for profit organisations i.e. housing 

associations, doing more to provide services to the NHS and social services. I 

discussed this briefly with the Minister and while original idea was September, 

Minister said October was more realistic. I envisage a speaking slot one morning, but 

it really needs to be a slot that is least subject to other demands on the Minister's 

time. A slight complication is that we also need a date on which the Health Minister is 

also available - am seeking her agreement to such an idea with help of health 

colleagues. Will be putting up a MB on this. 

Grateful if you could suggest some possibilities 

Ceri 

 

  


